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• Dexmedetomidine is an α-2 adrenoceptor agonist for intravenous
sedation approved in the US as Precedex® for ICU sedation in
1999 and for procedural sedation in 2007.

• Approved in the European Union (EU) in September 2011, as
Dexdor®, for sedation of adult ICU patients.

• The EU licence specifies that Dexdor should be used in an ICU
environment, without a loading dose, within dose range 0.2 – 1.4
µg/kg/h and is not recommended for children.

• The global medical literature on dexmedetomidine describes
applications in many different clinical situations and populations,
including children, involving numerous administration routes.

• The Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use of the
European Medicines Agency requested this study to explore
possible off-label use of Dexdor in clinical practice in the EU,
especially in children.

• Multinational, non-interventional, retrospective chart review in
Finland, Poland, Germany and Austria.

• Institutions had established and frequent dexmedetomidine use
based on Dexdor® sales.

• Study oversight and final site selection by independent multi
specialist Steering Group.

• Ethics committee approval was obtained and the study
notified to local authorities whenever required by local
regulations. All patient data were anonymised at time of entry,
allowing patient informed consent to be waived.

• Patient data was recorded into an electronic case report form
with automated data verification checks.

• Administrations restarted after a gap of >48 hours were collected
separately but linked to the same patient.

2000 patients received 2159 administrations of dexmedetomidine
during the 18 months data collection period (13 June 2013 to 04
December 2014).

Figure 1.  Administration of dexmedetomidine by month and by country

• There were 13 university hospitals and 3 general hospitals.
• No sites were possible from Southern Europe. Austria added as

highest per-capita user of dexmedetomidine.
• The most common primary indication was ICU sedation (91-98%) in

all countries except Poland (32.4%), where perioperative sedation
(56.0%) was the most common primary indication.

• Of ICU sedation administrations, the most common reasons
specified were agitation despite existing sedatives (28.9%), delirium
(26.1%) and difficult to wean (15.2%).

• In 11/16 sites more than 95% administrations were in the adult ICU.
• 7/16 sites treated children with dexmedetomidine.

Figure 2.  Duration of dexmedetomidine treatment

Abstract
Background: Dexmedetomidine (Dex) is a sedative drug approved as dexdor® for ICU sedation in adults in the European Union
in 2011. This observational, retrospective drug utilisation study was requested by the Committee for Human Medicinal Products
for Human Use (CHMP) of the European Medicines Agency(EMA) to investigate Dex use in clinical practice.
Objectives: The objective of the study was to evaluate how Dex is used in the EU, with particular focus on offlabel use including
the paediatric population.
Methods: Study countries and sites were chosen from those with highest dexdor use, based on sales. Site selection (blind) was
conducted by a multinational, multispecialist, independent group. All patients treated with Dex at the study si tes during the
enrolment period were to be included. Anonymised data on demographics, treatment indication, Dex dosing, concomitant
medications and treatment effectiveness were collected retrospectively from the patient records. Informed consent was waived to
avoid influence of the study on the prescribing of Dex. Recruitment was limited to 750 patients per country or 300 patients per
study site and was completed within 18 months of the first site initiation.
Results: Data from 2000 patients were collected from 16 hospitals in 4 EU countries (Finland 750, Poland 505, Germany 470,
Austria 275) between 13th June 2013 and 4th December 2014. The median age was 62 years, with more males (70.2%) than
females. The overall proportion of paediatric patients was 5.2% with the highest incidence in Austria and Finland. Dex was
primarily used in adult ICU (86.0%) for ICU sedation (78.6%) and mostly dosed according the product label. Overall in 84.9% of
administrations the intended sedative effect were obtained.
Conclusions: This drug utilisation study indicates that dexmedetomidine (dexdor®) is mostly used according to the terms of its
product licence in the EU, although a variable degree of use was also seen in other settings and populations.
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Dexmedetomidine was given almost always (98%) without a loading
dose and always intravenously. The most common maintenance
dose was <0.7 µg/kg/h (63%) and 9.3% patients received a dose
>1.4 µg/kg/h for some period of their treatment, of which 4 (0.2%)
occurred outside an ICU environment.
Median treatment duration was 1 day, although 2.6% patients
continued >14 days

Paediatric use  accounted for 125 (5.8%) administrations , almost all in
Finland and Austria. All but 4 of these exposures occurred in an ICU
environment.
Children were more likely than adults to receive a dose >1.4 µg/kg/h
(28/125) although only one case was outside an ICU environment.
Clearance of dexmedetomidine in young children has been shown to be
higher than adults 1,2

Therapeutic effectiveness: based on both direct and indirect evidence in the patient record.
A hierarchical derivation was structured in the order: 1. discontinued due to lack of efficacy,
2. another sedative started due to lack of efficacy, 3.not intended sedative effect. Remaining
patients were classified “effective”.

98.6% of administrations were given in the ICU environment. ICU
sedation was the most common indication at all except 2 hospitals in 1
country where dexmedetomidine was given primarily for perioperative
use (83.4%) or procedural sedation (53.8%).
84.9% of administrations produced the intended therapeutic effect.
Dexmedetomidine was discontinued due to lack of efficacy in 5.7%
and another sedative was started due to lack of efficacy in a further
4.0% of administrations. In 5.4% of administrations, dexmedetomidine
was judged not to provide the intended effect.

Most paediatric administrations (n=84) were for ICU sedation, followed
by perioperative use (n=27). Uses other than ICU sedation were
normally conducted with an appropriate level of patient monitoring and
with the recommended adult dose range.

*“ICU environment”, combining locations where the level of patient monitoring and care
could be considered comparable to that in the ICU including paediatric ICU, operating room,
post-operative anaesthesia care and coronary care units. Endoscopy, radiology and other
such locations were considered to have uncertain levels of care and so not considered an
ICU environment.
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In total, 790 (36.6%) administrations were given for a use that
deviated in some way (indication, dose, location of use or age group)
from the SmPC recommendations. The most common alternative
use was perioperative.

Conclusions
This drug utilisation study of dexmedetomidine performed early after introduction of the product found that
most patients were treated according to the SmPC, although there were important differences between
countries and sites. Use in children was limited but significant and followed a similar pattern to that in adults.
Administrations not fully according to the SmPC normally occurred in an ICU environment, under intense
monitoring and reflected the clinical uses of dexmedetomidine most anticipated from the clinical literature.
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